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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a novel exploratory information visualization technique that allows users to analyze time-varying
characteristics of large datasets within immersive virtual reality environments. This metaphor represents data objects as
particles, coined infoticles, which are placed inside a three-dimensional scene. Forces correspond to specific data value
conditions and influence matching infoticles according to the rules of Newtonian mechanics. In addition, infoticles are
driven by a set of local behavior rules that react upon successive data updates, hereby generating distinct emergent
motion typologies which are visually interpretable by users. These data patterns can be detected dynamically by
observing the spatial transformations of infoticle streams, or statically, by interpreting the shapes of individual pathlines.
This visualization method exploits the qualities of immersive virtual reality technology as it combines the characteristics
of behavior generation and motion perception with the concepts of spatial awareness and stereoscopic vision. Infoticles
are useful in visualizing time-varying characteristics of large, dynamic datasets because of their cognitively
distinguishable and interpretative animation properties. The generation and evolution of infoticle patterns are based
upon empirically defined grammatical rules. These visualization principles are demonstrated using the access logs of an
internal knowledge document management website of a global consultancy company.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper describes a novel exploratory data analysis metaphor that maps time-varying data updates onto the threedimensional movement and the kinetic behavior of data-driven particles, coined infoticles. Recognizable dynamic
pattern typologies emerge that represent specific data update characteristics and corresponding data value alterations. In
contrast to approaches that use force-placement algorithms to spatially cluster similar data entities, the infoticle concept
is based upon the motion properties of particles. Infoticle movements are generated by a simple set of local rules that
react upon the continuous update of time-varying data values, out of which global behaviors emerge that are visually
perceivable by users. Some simple flow visualization techniques to enable users to interpret the resulting trajectories
dynamically, by observing the spatial transformations of infoticle streams, or statically, by evaluating the shapes of
infoticle pathlines. The data-driven particle concept was originally developed for immersive virtual reality
environments, as it exploits the unique properties of spatial awareness and stereoscopic depth. Special attention has been
given to the notion of user engagement1, or the connection of interaction design with enjoyable user experience.
The infoticle method is presented as a visualization metaphor rather than a model, to denote the open-endedness,
incompleteness, and inconsistent validity of metaphoric comparisons versus the explicitness, comprehensiveness and
validity of a model. Models are designed to represent some target domain, whereas metaphors are clearly designed to
invite comparisons and implications. We believe that infoticles are useful in visualizing large, time-based datasets
because of their interpretative motion properties and their ability for a high degree of user interaction. Our current
application prototype is developed in close collaboration with a global engineering consultancy firm. This company
employs Intranet websites as a knowledge management tool to communicate and continuously keep track of relevant
issues. However, people at the company were dissatisfied with current web log analysis tools and expressed their
interest to interactively explore the site’s performance in geographically spreading expert knowledge.
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2. RELATED WORK
To date, only few information visualization applications exist that represent the evolution of time-varying datasets. The
3-D Visual Data Mining system (3DVDM) is one of the few examples that merge time-varying data visualization with
virtual reality technology, generating three-dimensional scatterplots that are able to morph between static states, and
using point vibration as an informational cue2. In contrast, not the objects moving but instead recognizable motion
typology characteristics carry informational meanings in the data-driven particle concept. The Control Project
extensively uses the concept of data flow to visualize adaptive database query streams, as gradually representative data
objects are streamed to the visualization system to generate a meaningful approximate result3.
2.1. Immersive Information Visualization
The very first approaches to use three-dimensional space to browse and locate information were inspired by the notion
of spatial databases4. In such virtual worlds, database objects can be distributed in meaningful locations, so that a
viewpoint becomes a query, and browsing resembles information spaceflights. Immersive virtual reality (IVR) is
typically used for the visualization of scientific data5, but also for abstract datasets6. Many examples have shown that
this technology is suitable for collaboration while working with massive amounts of data7.
2.2. Particles
Particle systems are a technique within the field of computer graphics for creating a wide range of complex visual
effects, and comprise different modeling techniques, rendering methods and animation types8. Particles are also widely
used in scientific visualizations, especially in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). This field mainly deals with the
representation of unsteady, three-dimensional flows, by either showing moving particles or by tracing particles that are
injected in the fluid9, which are then rendered in e.g. immersive virtual reality environments10.
Groups of particles, combined with external forces or internal relationships, are able to convey complex behaviors11, a
phenomenon which has already been demonstrated in some other information visualization applications. For instance,
particles have been used to debug visualization systems, by representing attributes and relationships graphically instead
of algorithmically12, to target and highlight features of interest in the dataset by spraying so-called smart paint
particles13, to visualize the interests of employees by the clustering movements of swarming fish14, and to characterize
network communication performance by swarm behavior typology15. Similarly, the infoticle concept exploits this
behavior generation capability by combining a set of globally valid Newtonian point forces with data-driven local rules.
2.3. Force-Placement
Although data-driven particles integrate some CFD ideas, they are not injected in fluids, but are instead attracted by
external point forces according to Newtonian mechanics. Force placement and spring-embedded algorithms are capable
of generating so-called undirected graphs16, and are used in several virtual reality applications17. In most force-directed
visualization systems, spring stiffnesses correspond to pre-computed similarity measures, out of which an energy
minimum is calculated that reveals multidimensional relations in terms of spatial neighborhoods. In contrast, infoticles
behave independently and are unaware of any data similarities, do not need dedicated calculation time to build up the
scene, are capable to represent time-varying datasets, and never reach a static state of equilibrium. Furthermore, infoticle
representations differ from static or morphing scatterplots in that they are not mapped in Cartesian space and utilize
motion typologies and pathline shapes instead of spatial coordinate positions to convey information.
2.4. Motion & Stereoscopic Vision
Stereoscopic depth is the most powerful, pre-attentive visual feature as compared to, for example, color intensity and
hue, can be used to overcome the effects of conjoin18, and significantly increases the size of a graph that can be
understood19. Search tasks, which are often required during explorative data analyses, are completed faster in immersive
environments than on normal desktop machines20. Other experimental research showed that users perform better on
statistical data visualization tasks, such as cluster analysis, but worse on interaction effectiveness, in an immersive
virtual reality than on a traditional desktop21.
Motion is generated through a process called animation, in which form and structure evolve through a certain
development over time, hereby conveying the feeling of kinetics or dynamics. Well-designed motion metaphors can be

aesthetically appealing, and are able to attract attention and maintain motivation. Motion is a powerful pre-attentive
feature18, and according to psychological studies, is able to convey meaning, intentions, and high-level emotions22, and
can thus describe how different abstract elements are related. Michotte23 discovered that humans group distinct points
with equal speed and parallel directions. Morrison et al.24 presented a comprehensive investigation on the effectiveness
of animated graphics in conveying visual or spatial information, stating that motion does not always automatically
benefit information transfer: similar to static representations, only carefully designed and appropriate graphics seem to
perform better. In fact, animations often violate the second principle of good graphics, the apprehension principle:
animations are often too complex or too fast to be correctly perceived, and continuous events are sometimes conceived
as sequences of discrete steps25. Notably, the use of interactivity may overcome both these disadvantages, and the
animation should be implemented as a smooth and continuous process.
Bartram26 describes the use of two-dimensional motion for information display and its potential for filtering and
brushing actions. She concludes that similar motions are effective in perceptual grouping and motion type is an
excellent discriminating feature. Consequently, as positional mapping and motion generation are obviously
contradictory visualization cues, novel visualization metaphors are required that focus on dynamic behavior generation
instead of static coordinate interpretation. In effect, the generation of motion typologies by behavior functions, which
themselves can typically only be determined by trial-and-error experimentation, creates systems of graphic objects
which appear to behave purposefully by mimicking complex spatial relationships27.
In relation to our proposed visualization technique, these studies thus suggest that users should be capable to perceive
larger amounts of points in stereoscopic environments, cluster similar spatial trajectories, and recognize and interpret
different smooth and interactive motion typologies that are generated by empirically defined behavior functions.

3. INFOTICLE METAPHOR
The infoticle concept corresponds with that from our earlier publication28, which described the possibilities of
interactive, data-driven particle streams in immersive virtual reality environments. Since then, a live database
connection has been implemented that is capable to gradually stream large datasets, and the local behavior rules have
been fine-tuned. As the next paragraphs will demonstrate, these adaptations determine various global, emergent
animation behaviors, resembling that of a space galaxy.
3.1. Concept
The scene consists of a set of static forces and a collection of particles, called infoticles. Each infoticle represents a
unique data object, retrieved from a remote database. A typical data object consists of a fixed list of data attributes that
contain specific data values, and practically resembles a row from a database table. During the visualization process, an
infoticle is spatially attracted to those set of forces within the scene that contain corresponding data value conditions.
This simple interaction results into a change of both the infoticle direction and speed, as the force attraction follows the
rules of Newtonian mechanics. All the data objects are continuously updated via a live database connection, according
to the simulation timeline. In practice, a parallel process continuously keeps track of the current application timeframe,
and sends sequential queries to the database to collect and cache the updated data objects that are present in the next
database timeframe. As these data objects typically contain altered data values, the according infoticles become attracted
by different sets of forces. As a result, data value changes are translated into spatial variations of infoticle trajectories.
3.2. Structure
Next to the normal particle attributes such as position, direction, speed and color, each unique infoticle contains:
y Data Object. Each infoticle has a pointer to a unique programmatic data object that is retrieved from the database.
This data object can contain different data attribute values that are all valid for the active application timeframe.
y Time-Average Force. As the infoticle continuously changes its direction towards those forces that contain equal data
values, it visualizes only the data values of the active timeframe. In order to consider the data value evolutions within
previous timeframes, the average force represents the average of all the forces the infoticle was attracted to, weighted
in time.
y History List. A history list consists of past positions, speeds and data values, needed to calculate the infoticle pathline
and to reproduce the spatial, historical trajectory when the application timeline is animated back- and forwards.

3.3. Behavior
Several experiments have been conducted to determine the most effective infoticle-force interaction rules that result in
easily perceivable and interpretable spatial behaviors. Each infoticle is controlled by the following set of behavior rules.
y Tool Influence. Adapt speed and direction to the laws of Newtonian mechanics and the current average force.
y Drag. Gradually reduce speed and brightness, expressing the passed time since the last data update.
y Orbit. If the distance to the average force is smaller than the predefined value, start orbiting around it. This rule avoids
that infoticles ‘crash’ into the center of the force.
y Update Data. If the data object has changed for the current application timeframe: speed up, highlight brightness,
calculate new average force position and direct towards it.
3.4. System Update
The system updates the active date and time, queries the database for the next database timeframe, and stores the new
data objects in the shared memory once they have arrived. At a certain predefined rhythm, the system acts as follows.
y Query. Load and cache new data objects for the next timeframe. Share this memory range with the infoticles.
y Update. Save current positions and changed data values of all infoticles in their respective history lists.
y Switch. Check for every infoticle if a new data object has arrived and switch to it. Remove old data object from cache.
3.5. Simulation
Time-varying datasets can be visualized either using pre-computed or on-the-fly computed animation. Pre-computed
animation typically results in simulations in which the interaction is limited to passive spatial navigation. On-the-fly
computed animation offers users the experience of smooth dynamics that react to real-time interaction. This concept
requires large computing resources, since frames must be continuously recalculated in response to changes in both
incoming data streams and user interactions. On-the-fly computed animation is the only feasible method for information
visualizations and virtual reality environments, as direct user interaction is a crucial requirement of both fields.
The infoticle metaphor concept consists of a direct mapping mechanism between a unique data object and a data-driven
particle. For time-varying datasets, the data values of such a data object change over time. In practice, this means that a
database table contains several entries of the same data identifier, at many different points in time. Consequently, a data
update can be imagined as the sequential change of data values to a successive timeframe of a specific data object. Two
different timeframes are needed to accurately simulate time-varying data values. The exact durations are defined at the
visualization initialization, but can be dynamically changed during the visualization simulation by the user.

Figure 1: Database timeframe alteration.

Figure 2: Application timeframe alteration.

y

Database Timeframe. The database timeframe describes the start and end points between which the data that is
streamed from the database to the visualization system needs to be positioned in time, and is typically measured in
physical time units. In practice, the visualization system queries the database for all the data that is situated within the
active database timeframe. At every application timeframe step, the database timeframe is sequentially shifted to the
next timeframe and new data is collected. As shown in Figure 1, resizing the database timeframe enables the analysis
of data patterns at different time granularities, but also influences the total time needed to represent the complete
dataset. The database timeframe duration is also directly related to the quantity of the acquired and streamed data
during each application timeframe, and therefore has a considerable effect on the application computing performance.

y

Application Timeframe. The simulation or application timeframe denotes the rhythm at which the application
retrieves the next batch of data objects for the following database timeframe. In practice, it contains a specific number
of frames after which the visualization system retrieves the new data objects of the next database timeframe. Each

subsequent application timeframe corresponds to a unique, sequential database timeframe, and both are continuously
updated in parallel. When the application timeframe is changed during real-time simulation, different, shorter visual
patterns appear due to the gradual and force-adaptive nature of the infoticle system. However, application timeframe
alterations are particularly useful when animating the simulation back- or forwards in time, as it exactly recreates the
infoticle trajectories at different simulation speeds and thus enables the rapid skipping of unimportant sequences or the
careful evaluation of events in slow motion, as illustrated in Figure 2.
Determining the relationships between data object values and their evolution in time is not trivial, as it is unknown how,
when and what quantities of the data are altered in each database timeframe and are streamed to the visualization system
at each application timeframe. Therefore, data acquisition (data querying, organizing and caching) and visualization
simulation procedures are separated and executed in parallel. As a result, the real-time infoticle animations become not
interrupted by computing expensive algorithms such as database calls, memory caching or data look-up processes.
3.6. Average Force
Most dynamic datasets contain reoccurring data objects within single database timeframes. In fact, multiple data entries
of single data objects cannot be avoided if the duration of the database timeframe is larger than the smallest time
granularity of the database entries. Therefore, the infoticle metaphor needs to handle effectively the reoccurrence of data
objects within database timeframes. For quantitative data, the infoticle system calculates the average of all data object
values that are present in parallel within the actual database timeframe and stores these in a single representative
infoticle. Alternatively, for unstructured data, an average force is computed that takes into account the frequency of
unstructured data values within a single timeframe and the spatial positions of the corresponding forces within the
scene.
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First, all frequencies of each retrieved data value ci that correspond to a conditional force value cx of a force Fx within
the timeframe ∆tdatabase need to be determined. Then, an averaged force of parallel reoccurring data values (not yet timeaveraged), for an infoticle world with n forces is calculated.

4. INTERFACE
The infoticle concept differs from Cartesian-mapped visualization systems such as scatterplots29, as users do not need to
spatially orientate themselves in relation to three-dimensional coordinate axes, but instead rely on relative force-infoticle
distances and pathline shapes. This method applies the qualities of stereoscopic vision, which has proven to increase the
amount of comprehensible information and improves the perception of three-dimensional distances. These immersive
aspects thus help users to overview and keep track of the thousands of moving points, a task that would be difficult to
perform on normal displays. Figure 3 demonstrates that the whole interface is built up in human proportions and uses no
space occluding menu widgets, resulting in a full physical immersion of users within the visualization space.
4.1. Dimensionality
As the whole infoticle application is placed inside the virtual, three-dimensional world itself, the interface design has to
express a recognizable distinction between the information representation and the offered interaction features.
Therefore, the infoticle metaphor categorizes element functionality by representation dimensionality. For instance, all
interface elements, including forces, are represented by two-dimensional billboard icons that are rotated towards the
user. Each visualization element that supports users to comprehend the emergent patterns, such as trace ribbons, is
inherently three-dimensional, provoking human cognitive capabilities to interpret the shapes and curvatures. Lastly, the
infoticles themselves can be considered as four-dimensional mathematical objects placed inside three-dimensional space
that are animated over time.

Figure 3: A user immersed in a virtual reality cave and powerwall virtual reality environment.

4.2. Interaction
A six-dimensional mouse controls a virtual spotlight cursor that reveals detailed data labels of the infoticles that are in
its view cone. This interaction device also controls the navigation, which is similar to a track-ball interface with zoom
and pan control. Users are able to query the data by manipulating all the elements that are present in the scene: e.g.
forces can be selected, dragged and grouped together, so that new infoticle constellations emerge. Users can also
manipulate the direction and speed of the simulation timeline, so that sudden events can be replayed in slow-motion, or
unimportant time sequences can be rapidly skipped. By observing the animation of moving particles, the causality of
events, turbulent fields and fluctuating densities can be detected. Moving infoticles give a good indication of the
direction and velocity magnitude of infoticle groups, while the static pathlines are suited to visualize the spatial history,
time-dependent character and long-term data value evolution of individual infoticles.
4.3. Pathline Ribbon
The most common visualization motion tracing method generates spatial curves or splines that sequentially connect all
points in space which the infoticles have traversed. The visualization of such curves is a widely used technique in the
area of scientific visualization, as these line representations are able to provide information about the character of
unsteady, time-dependent flows. An infoticle ribbon is typically constructed by two parallel Catmull-Rom splines that
smoothly pass exactly trough the coordinate values previously stored within the infoticle history list. Consequently, the
pathline ribbon represents the approximate historical infoticle path. The infoticle method uses ribbons instead of lines,
as they convey more spatial qualities and facilitate the representation of extra data dimensions (see Figure 4). The exact
width size represents a specific quantifiable and time-varying data attribute value, defined by the application designer,
such as the frequency of the data object within a database timeframe. The color denotes the original data typology, while
the decreasing transparency represents the direction of the infoticle history. Text labels along the pathline denote the
historical data values at those specific points in space and time that the infoticle has traversed. As will be demonstrated
later, the overall ribbon curvature represents the different motion typologies and data update characteristics an infoticle
was subjected to and thus inherently contains various perceivable informational values.

Figure 4: Pathline ribbon features.

Figure 5: Infoticle scene overview.

5. APPLICATION
5.1. Intranet File Usage Visualization
Our current application prototype visualizes the Intranet file usage of a global engineering consulting company which
comprises approximately 7000 employees. This firm has created internal communities of practice, so-called skill
networks, which consist of staff members who are specialized in a specific field of expertise, such a structural
engineering, fire engineering, acoustics, etc., or have a professional interest in being a member of that community.
Although these experts share a common corporate identity, they are often spread out geographically throughout the
various international offices. To enable an effective communication of project experience and specialized knowledge,
each skill network is represented by a website that is posted on the corporate Intranet, with the primary goal to
geographically distribute the knowledge that is embedded in its content. All IP-numbers have been categorized in seven
different regions, containing an approximate equal number of employees. The Intranet files are divided in three
categories, each represented by a different color: orange document files (e.g. Word, PDF), purple structural files (e.g.
HTML, ASP), and red image files (e.g. JPEG, GIF). This particular categorization has been chosen to analyze the
differences between the web page functionalities and the specific knowledge documents they give access to.
Each unique Intranet file is represented by a single infoticle. All infoticles initially swirl around the center of the scene.
Seven forces, depicting the different geographic regions, are placed around this center and are represented by simple
circular icons. A status console, placed at the bottom of the screen, reveals the timeline state and the database timeframe
that is currently being loaded by the visualization system (see Fig.5). The system retrieves all the file access log entries
that are present within a certain database timeframe (e.g. 1 hour: 2002-07-02, from 9:00 until 10:00). If the same data
value (e.g. “USA”) for a certain file (e.g. “index.html”) appears more than once within this timeframe, they become
accumulated for the average force calculation and the total number is mapped unto the width of the pathline ribbon.
At first glance, the use of relatively sophisticated virtual reality technology for visualizing this kind of dataset might
seem disproportionate. Yet, this dataset is implemented primarily as a manageable, real-world source for
experimentation, with the goal to explore the infoticle metaphor effectiveness and detect its potential features for
information display in immersive environments. In the following descriptions, a data entry found within the web logs is
considered as a single ‘use’ of the corresponding document, although theoretically this relationship does not always
hold: users might have just clicked on the document, or looked at it so briefly that assuming this data entry as an
effective usage would be an overestimation. Also, the following infoticle scenario should not be confused with network
visualizations, in which typically the physical transmission of unique electronic packets is represented. Instead, these
infoticles denote the time-varying and geographical sharing of centrally stored knowledge documents.
5.2. Visual Patterns
As a direct result of the infoticle behavior rules specifications, different spatial behaviors can be visually distinguished.
These distinct patterns can be discriminated in several modes, either by interpreting the visual features of static trace
shapes or by observing dynamic infoticle behaviors. Because of obvious analogies, these phenomena are uniquely
identified with terms taken from the world of physics, astrophysics and astronomy.
- Transfer. Whenever the data values of an infoticle have significantly altered, it directs towards a new average force,
generating a straight line trajectory. This pattern is only an intermediate state.
- Global. The time-averaged force calculations that are based upon the document’s access history produce several large,
linear infoticle clusters that spatially connect pairs of forces. These groups consist of documents that are shared
extensively by two or more regions. Time-varying changes in volume and density can be easily detected.
- Time-Related. Access patterns of simultaneously highlighted infoticles that suddenly change their motion pattern are
often driven by the international time zones, week days and office hours, and can clearly be perceived.
- Star. A star infoticle represents a document that has recently been accessed, just reached the average force and started
to orbit around it (Fig. 6). During this process, it is slowed down by the continuous drag influence and remains on a
relative wide distance from the average force. A star infoticle is very sensitive to any further direction or speed
alteration by the fragile nature of its circular trajectory.
- Electron. Due to the continuous speed decrease, a star infoticle becomes increasingly attracted towards the average
force. As a result, small clusters of fast moving infoticles emerge in the force center (Fig. 7). These infoticles generally
represent files that are rarely accessed, and consequently might contain non-shareable, outdated or ‘redundant’
knowledge.

- Comet. An infoticle that is accessed more than once by a single region, or same set of regions, within a short period of
time. Due to the considerable increase in speed and the absence of any significant force-induced direction change, the
resulting trajectory becomes elliptical and quasi-periodic (Fig. 8). Comet behavior often is caused by non-shareable or
regional documents or even by unexpected repeated flaws in the access logging mechanism.
- Burst. A cluster of multiple infoticles that change their direction simultaneously and travel in the same direction. An
infoticle burst generally consists of documents that are conceptually related in content, such as PowerPoint
presentations saved for the web, or groups of Adobe Acrobat PDF documents of the same project or subject.
- Quark. An infoticle that behaves erratically, changing directions multiple times within a short time span (Fig. 9). This
chaotic behavior is easy to spot, as it visually ‘pops out’. Quark infoticles represent files that are effectively and often
shared across geographical regions. Typical quark infoticles are portal documents, or individual documents that
became popular by internal advertisements.

Figure 6: Star pattern.

Figure 7: Electron pattern.

Figure 8: Comet pattern.

Figure 9: Quark pattern.

6. ANALYSIS
6.1. Influences
The infoticle visualization method differs fundamentally from traditional information mapping techniques which
translate data values directly and singularly into static visual cues, such as spatial position, color and shape. As
illustrated in Figure 10, the infoticle behavior is instead determined by the following parallel, data-driven influences.
y Data Value. The exact data object values determine the relative spatial location within the scene, because the infoticle
is attracted by, and thus is in the vicinity of, the corresponding average force.
y Data Value Change. The relative data value change in comparison to previous historical values influences
considerably the gradual evolution of spatial behaviors. For instance, depending on the relative data value update, a
star infoticle is followed by an electron (no change), star (significant change) or a comet (equal change) pattern.
y Data Update Frequency. Because it is unknown whether and how often a data object is updated within each database
timeframe, the data update frequency also determines some infoticle behavior characteristics. A fast sequence of
relative small data value changes might not alter the data pattern typology but some of its more detailed visual
features. For instance, a comet infoticle that becomes updated to equal data values will stay in a comet state, but might
exhibit a more eccentric orbit path. Also, fast data update frequencies typically produce more irregular infoticle
behaviors and tracing artifact shapes in comparison to slow, stable updates.

6.2. Dynamic
An infoticle representation can be perceived and analyzed in contextually different situations, offering distinct
conceptual dataset interpretations. The infoticle metaphor is primarily meant to be perceived dynamically, as it
represents the continuous data updates in a faster pace than the originally stored database timeline. The infoticle
behavior rules inherently determine specific sequential pattern emergence evolutions. Figure 11 illustrates how the
different infoticle patterns are interrelated when the system is in a dynamic state. For instance, the comet and electron
patterns are evolutionarily derived from the star pattern after a specific amount of time. A comet can be perceived by
spotting a sudden event, while electrons are formed through a slow, incremental process. The star pattern always
depends on the transfer phenomenon, and is triggered by a specific force distance condition. Table 1 also indicates the
start and end conditions and whether specific patterns can be detected by considering individual or global infoticle
behaviors during sudden events or long-term evolutions.
One of the most unique capabilities of the infoticle system is its power to effectively represent various data update
characteristics, or the ‘characteristics of change’, instead of exact data values. Table 2 demonstrates the emerging
patterns under different time-varying features, and, for instance, the patterns that appear as a result of ‘noisy’ data or
time-dependent data value alterations that are either relatively equal in size or happen at equal points in time.
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Figure 10: Pattern determinators.
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Table 2. Time-varying characteristics patterns.

Figure 11: Pattern evolution.

Figure 12: Pattern spatiality.

6.3. Static
An infoticle representation can also be analyzed in a static state, hereby conveying fundamentally different data patterns
as from the previously mentioned dynamical analysis. Generally, the frozen visualization world is visually searched for
infoticle clusters that are in close proximity to one another or are heading for an almost identical spatial direction, as
such patterns typically denote a certain degree of data similarity. Figure 12 shows where specific patterns can be sought
within the visualization world. The static state is also suited to compare the different pathline ribbon shapes.

7. RESULTS
7.1. Implementation
Creating a virtual reality experience requires both the design and programming of virtual elements, interaction effects
and sounds, suitable physics simulation algorithms and intuitive user interfaces. As few authoring tools are currently
available to support the handling and modeling of virtual simulations for immersive environments, many technical
issues have to be solved on a high conceptual level. In fact, this work is built upon the blue-c Application Programming
Interface (bcAPI) 30. The blue-c API is built on top of the SGI OpenGL Performer API, which itself offers a scene graph
and real-time rendering system31, and uses parts of its process and shared memory management for process
synchronization and communication. The majority of the infoticle code is implemented using the SGI OpenGL
Performer software library functionalities, while the blue-c API is primarily employed for virtual reality hardware
configuration, spatialized sound simulation and interaction processing.
The infoticle system is able to visualize an Intranet log file of several months, containing a total of about 400.000
Intranet log entries, generated by about 12.000 unique files. The visualization updates the data values in a time-ordered
way, as it retrieves and visualizes new data objects within a database timeframe of one hour with a tempo of about one
second. Infoticles adapt to the continuous change of average forces and spatial behaviors in a stable manner. The dataset
can be analyzed by observing the individual (comet, quark) or global (star, electron, burst) behaviors. The different
visual patterns can be detected both by detecting dynamic behaviors and by searching in specific spatial areas of interest
within the scene. Although the movements and events are purely driven by a continuous data updates, the process of
pattern detection and pathline interpretation has some analogy with scientific flow visualizations, in which e.g.
distinctions are made between different sorts of flows. As users are able to manipulate the system’s timeline and can
visualize three separate ribbons simultaneously, smaller trajectory comparisons and causality tests can be made as well.
7.2. Evaluation
The infoticle visualization was able to uncover data patterns that were previously unknown. The document type color
coding unmasked relatively more structural files as quarks, proving that the website itself was accessed by most regions,
in contrast to the document files, and so the knowledge. Many documents enjoyed a time-limited popularity, a
phenomenon that is probably related to actual projects or hot research topics at those points in time. A very significant
discrepancy was detected between the knowledge sharing between specific pairs of regions. Some caching mechanism
within the Adobe Acrobat Reader plug-in seems to generate significant mistakes within the log mechanism,
transforming the corresponding knowledge documents automatically and wrongfully as very popular in traditional log
rankings. The different visual patterns were easily perceived by users as document usage categories. Test users had little
problems with spatial orientation, a problem often seen in immersive virtual reality applications, and especially liked the
ability to explore the dataset in a direct way, the time direction and speed manipulation, and the feeling of being fully
immersed ‘inside’ the data without being disturbed by menus or widgets. The participating company especially
appreciated the non-quantitative and still interactive approach of the application, instead of automatically produced and
probably faulty popularity rankings consisting of cryptic document names.
The application seemed to produce a high degree of user engagement, as people liked to use it for longer periods of time
and expressed their appreciation for the overall interface design. Users especially appreciated the direct and simple user
interaction, which stimulated the exploration of the dataset at different levels of detail while maintaining a contextual
view. In contrast, some users, mostly inexperienced in the world of computing, seemed to be visually overwhelmed,
probably by the combination of the immersive virtual reality technology and the continuously dynamic visualization
features. It was also noticed that mostly persons without any virtual world experience expressed problems with effective
navigation and interaction.

7.3. Dataset
An ideal infoticle dataset consists of a reasonably large quantity of data objects of which a significant percentage is
updated during each database timeframe, containing only few data dimensions or a limited amount of possible
unstructured data values, and may include some degree of data inaccuracies (~noise). Infoticles can visualize most timevarying characteristics (e.g. similarity in frequency, long- and short-term evolutions, relative data value alterations, etc.)
of both quantitative and unstructured datasets. Typical infoticle datasets contain time-stamped entries of specific
reoccurring dynamic data objects with constant data attributes. Whether this dataset is collected beforehand and thus
represents the tendencies of an historical timeline or is continuously streamed and stored in the database in real-time by
some sort of external update process does not play a substantial role for the proposed visualization methodology.
7.4. Conclusion
This application prototype demonstrates that the data-driven particle concept is particularly suited to detect so-called
odd-performers or the very small, unexpected percentage of data that is ‘different’, as these visually ‘pop-out’ either by
their motion behavior (e.g. erratic), easily recognizable pathlines, or unique directional (e.g. away from center) or
spatial positions (apart from other infoticles). Furthermore, this method also visualizes global patterns by spatial
directional and behavioral clustering, as those infoticles with similar motion patterns (e.g. circular orbits), directions and
velocities (e.g. bursts), or close proximities are visually grouped. This application proves that infoticles enable the
exploration of relative large amounts of data along a timeline in different simulation speeds and duration granularities,
while keeping a contextual overview over the whole dataset at each point in time.

8. DISCUSSION & FUTURE WORK
This paper has presented a novel method of exploratory information visualization that exploits the motion properties of
data-driven infoticles, by using the qualities of spatial awareness and stereoscopic vision of immersive virtual
environments. This metaphor has been applied to analyze a large, time-based dataset retrieved from corporate Intranet
logs. The driving local rules have been described that react upon the continuous data value updates, and showed how
they result into different infoticle behavior typologies. As a result, different visually perceivable infoticle categories can
be recognized, e.g. dynamically, by motion characteristics, and statically, by interpreting pathline shapes. Users are also
capable to model the force constellations within the scene, and change the time simulation direction and speed.
Several other scenarios were proposed and implemented during the development process, as some users wanted to
follow the time-dependent performance of their own created documents in relation to the whole document collection, or
vice versa, employees wanted to discover those documents that seemed to be important for their regional office. Our
current application was originally developed to effectively use the unique stereoscopic and immersive characteristics of
virtual reality environments, but a stripped-down, simplified two-dimensional infoticle application can be imagined that
uses less sophisticated hardware resources, and so might solve the overwhelming impressions that some users have
expressed. To demonstrate the versatility of this information visualization method, other possible application scenarios
in fundamentally different conceptual fields, such as real-time stock quote data streams or financial visualizations will
be evaluated.
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